
March 13 & 14, 2020 

DANIEL GIAMARIO 
 

Location:  ASAOM (Arizona School of Acupuncture & 

Oriental Medicine) & Han University  

2856 E. Fort Lowell Rd. Tucson, AZ 85716     

Map link: www.tucsonastrologersguild.org/events   

INFO: call/text 520-216-0217 

 

Friday, March 13,  7:30 pm, $10/$15 members/non-

members. UA and PCC students $5 off with ID.  OPEN to all levels of 

knowledge and interest in astrology. 
 

BEFORE PROJECT HINDSIGHT ― THE PRE-HOROSCOPIC ASTROLOGICAL 

TRADITION: Individual (personal) horoscopes only start appearing about 400BCE. The marvelous research 

of Project Hindsight has focused on Hellenistic developments after that time period. But Daniel has always been 

fascinated about what took place with global humanity BEFORE that, back 200,000 years or more.   

1) Was there a Neolithic and Bronze Age (and before that) astrological way of life? What was it like? 

2) We’ll look at numerous ancient Sacred Sites, hierophanies, and cosmograms that Daniel has had the 

opportunity to visit, explore and research; including: Gobekli Tepe (Turkey), Callanish (Scotland), Malta, 

Ireland, Avebury, Ganung Padang(Java), and Paleolithic caves.  Also included are three sites discovered 

by Daniel in the Americas. 

3) A proposal, originally inspired by Daniel’s mentor, Dane Rudhyar, for creating a vision of synthesis  starts 

with the clan/tribe ceremonial non-personal approach as a thesis, then the antithesis of the remarkable 

innovation of individual person-centered horoscopes, which then must eventually move towards a 

grand synthesis, first termed by Rudhyar as the “Planetarization of Consciousness.”  This global and 

historical perspective could well be essential to move global humanity into the more conscious approach 

to create a new world, now, at the Turning of the Ages. 

Saturday Workshop, March 14, 1 – 5:00 pm, $20/$25 members/non-members.  

UA and PCC students $5 off with ID. OPEN to all levels of knowledge of astrology. 
 

THE SEASONS OF OUR LIVES FROM Birth to 90: NEW RESEARCH AND 

INSIGHTS FROM SHAMANIC ASTROLOGER DANIEL GIAMARIO 
Daniel presents an in-depth exploration of the major planetary initiation processes that affect everyone, most 

often in and around the same time periods of their life.  It is really valuable to be aware of this and to know how 

to navigate them. Daniel will explore the major initiatory cycles of Jupiter, the Lunar Nodes, Saturn, Chiron, 

Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, as well as the synodic planetary returns of Mercury, Venus and Mars, and then 

describe how they fall on our Timeline. Daniel’s latest research delineates how many of these initiatory 

processes help create the “Four Seasons of our Lives” from birth until around 90 (one saeculum). Daniel will also 

offer practical advice for how to most consciously and successfully navigate these most important of cycles. 

Bonus material will also be presented applying the above model to the seasons and cycles  of the United States 

in the most important year 2020. 

 

Saturday, March 14, 11:00 am – 12:00 pm FREE BEGINNERS’ CLASS Facilitated by Gael Chilson 


